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This period of the year is generally known as the "dky" season 

in the Marahdl Island area, particularly in the Eniwetok - Bikini area. 

It is better known as the "trade" season. Over i&is area east-noth- 

northeast winds prevail in the lower levels, the wind speeds 

between 10 to 

not exceeding 

20 knots. small smoullts of cumulus clouds, 

k/6 coverage, are found in this current, and 

cloud tops do not uswUy extend above 8,000 feet. Rain sometimes f8lla 

from these clouds, usually as Showers. lo extensive upper middle cloud 

decks are found. Although the lower winds are northeast and quite fresh, 

as one goes aloft, one finds that the winds turn more westerly with ele- 

vation untilat about 20,000 feet they lie between northwest and southwest. 

Thewesterlies then extendupwardsto the tropopeuse increasiuginspeedto 

about 35 knots at 45,000 feet. If the upperwinds are mainly southwesterly, 

rain from the trade cumulus is likely and the amount of cloud may increase 

t0 618 or #3. 3X the upper winds are, however, chiefly northwesterly, the 

ClIlIld.US ClOUds will decrease to as little as 1./8 or 2/8 and shavers are less 

likely. 

2. Occasionallyduringthis period,thewinds throughout the entire 

~&all Islands will show speeds of less than 10 knots from the northeast 

or east-north-east. cloud cover vill, hovever, be_ o~&y 2/8 or 3/8 with 

tops below 4,000 feet, interspersed with stationary lines ok ckiLoni&us 

and heavy shovers and an occasional thunderstorm. !&we will be an extensive 
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sheet of altostratus and altocumulus which will make aircraft operations 

above 20,000 feet difficult and occasionally hazardous. This situation 

is more particularly tr+e in late March and April. Again, as during the 

normal trade flowwhichisfoundduringthistime of the year, the easterly 
_ 

winds will vary ia direction tith height, becoming very strong we&rlies 

above ~,OOO feet and reaching as high as 100 knots at 45,000 feet on oc- 

casion. These winds are associated with 8 weather system aloft which can 

become quite Intense and which can persiet for periods In excess of a week. 

ifhis situation is the one to be the most wary of during this period of 

operations. 

3. In sumary,normaltradeflowweatherietobe expectedduring 

the greater part of the 

from the normal will be 

cast. 

period of CASm operation. Day to day fluctuations 

those elements of digression which ham to be fore- 

, 
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CASTIZ PRXDICTIONS 

‘ 
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PZTS: I want you to stay with the Castle tiedictions, but T-Division is 

revising its estimates on the baGis that our nutibers are correct for Ivy. 

Check with Bill Ogle (or TdiViBiOn) for these numbers as they come out, 
. 

’ before labelling up the graphs for specific bombs. 

However, it is a dead cinch that on one bomb or another you'll 

require predictions for: 1, 2 , 4, 6, 8, lo, 15 MC 

( 
This is( 
straight 
COPY ( 
when ( 
needed ( 

( 

You have Ideal, Themal peak pessure vs distance 1 KC 

Plot peak material velocity vs distance 1KT 

Plot density vs distance 1KT 

Plot pr%ssure positive &uration vs distance lI(T 

I 
log t 

I 

log R 

Plot time variations from J-17837 -- 30, 10, 3 psi 

from IBM -- 1000, 100 psi 

All these are then straight scaling jobs when yields come in. 

50, 100, 5oc’KT 

. 

Predictions for Castle 

Peak shock preSSWe ) vs DiSace 
Peak Dynamic Pressure ) 

Upper and Lower 
Yield Limits 

Log-Log,2x2 
Pertinent islands 

Positive Duration 
TimeofArrival 

cycle-- down to 0.5 psi'- Thermal and Ideal 
on Base Line 

of ?%essure ) (' l@per and. Lower: Y3& Limits 

1 -. ._ 



CASE PRZDICTIONS (Cont'd) 

Wave Forms, 30 and 
5 psileve~s j 

- 41, 5) Pressire -time 1 Average Yield 
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'3, 7) 

8),'9) 
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Total Thermal 

Use attenuation 

Use empirical curve 
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